Abstract: This research proposes a damage identification approach for storage tanks that is based on adding virtual masses. First, the frequency response function of a structure with additional virtual masses is deduced based on the Virtual Distortion Method (VDM). Subsequently, a Finite Element (FE) model of a storage tank is established to verify the proposed method; the relation between the added virtual masses and the sensitivity of the virtual structure is analyzed to determine the optimal mass and the corresponding frequency with the highest sensitivity with respect to potential damages. Thereupon, the damage can be localized and quantified by comparing the damage factors of substructures. Finally, an experimental study is conducted on a storage tank. The results confirm that the proposed method is feasible and practical, and that it can be applied for damage identification of storage tanks.
Introduction
With recent advances in structure health monitoring [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and damage detection [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , new technologies and methods has been proposed and developed. With the development of petrochemical industry and the implementation of the National Petroleum Strategic Reserve Plan in China, more and more tanks will be in construction and service. However, once accidents happen to these tanks, they might result in loss of life and property. Therefore, the problem of monitoring of the tanks that are in service has attracted more and more attention. Aiming at this problem, this paper proposes and verifies a practical and accurate method for the damage identification of storage tanks.
At present, the detection methods applicable to monitoring of tanks mainly include X-ray detection [11] , acoustic emission [12] [13] [14] , ultrasonic detection [15] [16] [17] [18] , magnetic flux leakage detection [19, 20] , eddy current [21] , etc. The advantage of these nondestructive detection methods [22] is that they do not depend on the finite element model [23] of the structure; however, they cannot quantitatively evaluate the degree of damage. Some of them are also time-consuming and costly because of the need to empty the storage tanks prior to damage identification.
In recent years, damage identification techniques based on vibration testing [24, 25] have been widely developed and applied; it is very important in such approaches to select a suitable damage index [26] . These methods can identify the damage before it is visible [27, 28] , so that the structure can be repaired before the damage becomes severe. Structural modes are characteristic functions of
where H pp (ω, m) represents the acceleration frequency response after adding the virtual mass m to the direction of the degree of freedom p. F(ω) and A(ω) represent the spectra of the measured excitation forces and the accelerations in the direction of the degree of freedom p, respectively. The mass m is the additional virtual mass. Adding a virtual mass affects the natural frequencies of the structure and their sensitivity with respect to damage. Specific values of the added masses are selected to maximize these sensitivities, and the resulting modified, sensitive natural frequencies are used for damage identification.
Preliminary Localization of Damage
General storage tanks are often cylindrical with the wall thickness depending on the height only (constant in the circumferential direction). Based on this structural characteristic, the location and degree of damage can be preliminarily estimated by analyzing the frequencies of the structure with a mass sequentially added in consecutive points of the circumferential direction.
An area of storage tanks is selected to be identified; it can be either the entire tank or a local area. The region is divided into n × l substructures, which are denoted by S V,H (Figure 1 ). The subscript V represents the index in the vertical direction and the subscript H represents the index in the circumferential/horizontal direction, where V = 1, 2, . . . n, H = 1, 2, . . . l. The same virtual mass m V is sequentially added to each substructure in a loop and the obtained (virtual) new structure is denoted by G V,H (µ, m). The first natural frequency with a high sensitivity is expressed by ω V,H (m V ). 
An area of storage tanks is selected to be identified; it can be either the entire tank or a local area. The region is divided into n × l substructures, which are denoted by , (Figure 1 ). The subscript V represents the index in the vertical direction and the subscript represents the index in the circumferential/horizontal direction, where V= 1,2, … , = 1,2, … . The same virtual mass is sequentially added to each substructure in a loop and the obtained (virtual) new structure is denoted by , ( , ). The first natural frequency with a high sensitivity is expressed by , ( ). If there is no damage in the structure, then the dynamic characteristics of all the substructures , ( , ) are the same when the height V is fixed, and so also , ( ) does not depend on H. Therefore, by inspecting the frequency , ( ) in the circumferential direction H, the location and the extent of the damage can be preliminarily determined.
Along the direction of height (indexed with the subscript V), the frequency , ( ) varies even without damage, because the distance between the substructures and the boundaries (as well as the wall thickness) are different. In order to facilitate the comparison of the frequencies, they are first normalized with respect to the maximum frequency at each height V. The damage identification factor , is introduced in Equation (2), where is the maximum frequency in the row V. By assessing the values of , , the damage of each substructure in the considered region can be qualitatively estimated.
Damage Identification Based on Sensitivity
If the above method is used to determine whether there is damage in the tank, the damage extent can be further quantitatively identified by employing a finite element model.
The natural frequencies of the virtual structures that were obtained in the previous section are called experimental frequencies, and the counterpart frequencies of the finite element model of the tank with added masses are called numerical frequencies. The total square error between the If there is no damage in the structure, then the dynamic characteristics of all the substructures G V,H (µ, m) are the same when the height V is fixed, and so also ω V,H (m V ) does not depend on H. Therefore, by inspecting the frequency ω V,H (m V ) in the circumferential direction H, the location and the extent of the damage can be preliminarily determined.
Along the direction of height (indexed with the subscript V), the frequency ω V,H (m V ) varies even without damage, because the distance between the substructures and the boundaries (as well as the wall thickness) are different. In order to facilitate the comparison of the frequencies, they are first normalized with respect to the maximum frequency at each height V. The damage identification factor D V,H is introduced in Equation (2), where ω Vmax is the maximum frequency in the row V. By assessing the values of D V,H , the damage of each substructure in the considered region can be qualitatively estimated.
If the above method is used to determine whether there is damage in the tank, the damage extent can be further quantitatively identified by employing a finite element model. The natural frequencies of the virtual structures that were obtained in the previous section are called experimental frequencies, and the counterpart frequencies of the finite element model of the tank with added masses are called numerical frequencies. The total square error between the numerical and the experimental frequencies is taken as the objective function to be minimized by optimizing the substructure parameters, so that the damage is quantified in this way. The objective function T(µ) is defined as in Equation (4) . In order to express it conveniently, the analyzed natural frequencies of all the substructures are uniformly indexed by a common single index i (instead of two separate indices V and H). The Gauss-Newton method is adopted as the optimization method.
The relative error ∆ω i (µ, m) between the numerical natural frequency ω i (µ, m) and the experimental natural frequency ω A,i (m) of the i-th substructure with the added virtual mass m is expressed as in Equation (5). The damage factor µ is the stiffness reduction ratio of the substructure before and after the damage, and its maximum is equal to 1.
The first derivative and the second order derivative of T(µ) can be obtained:
where ∆ω(µ, m) is the vector that collects the relative errors of all substructures, and P is the Jacobi matrix of ∆ω(µ, m) with respect to µ:
As in the Newton method, the Taylor expansion of ∇T(µ) is performed at µ 0 up to the second term, while the higher-order terms are neglected:
To obtain the minimum value of T(µ), the first derivative of T(µ), i.e., ∇T(µ) is supposed to be zero, which yields the following update formula that should lead towards the extreme point of T(µ):
Equations (6) and (7) are substituted into Equation (10) to obtain Equation (11) .
The matrix P + represents the generalized inverse matrix of P, which can be obtained by the singular value decomposition (SVD). The damage factor µ can be approximated by Equation (11) . Subsequently, the obtained µ is taken as the initial value of the next iteration and a new sensitivity matrix P is obtained by using the new structural parameters. The above steps are repeated until the iterations converge.
Experiments of Tanks

Models of the Experiment
The model in the experiment is a small cylindrical storage tank without a cap, as shown in Figure 2 . For the tank model, the diameter of the tank wall is 300 mm. The height is 400 mm and the thickness of the side wall is 2 mm. The elastic modulus of steel structure of the tank is assumed to be 206 GPa and the density is 7.85 × 10 −3 g/mm 3 . The tank wall is welded to a rectangular steel plate and the size of the bottom plate is 370 mm × 370 mm with a thickness of 8 mm. The tank model is bolted to the optical test platform, and a counterweight block is placed at each corner of the tank bottom plate in order to ensure full contact between the tank bottom and the test platform. of the side wall is 2 mm. The elastic modulus of steel structure of the tank is assumed to be 206 GPa and the density is 7.85 × 10 −3 g/mm 3 . The tank wall is welded to a rectangular steel plate and the size of the bottom plate is 370 mm × 370 mm with a thickness of 8 mm. The tank model is bolted to the optical test platform, and a counterweight block is placed at each corner of the tank bottom plate in order to ensure full contact between the tank bottom and the test platform. In this experiment, a force hammer is used to exert the excitation load. The force hammer is produced by PCB Company (New York City, NY, USA) and it is shown in Figure 3a . It is equipped with a force sensor that is capable of measuring the excitation force [39] . In order to avoid repeated rebound excitations, a hard rubber hammer head is selected in this experiment, so that a smooth and gentle exciting force can be obtained. Acceleration response acquisition sensor is a single-axis accelerometer that is produced by PBC Company (USA) and is shown in Figure 3b . It is difficult to connect the accelerometer with the tank model because the side wall of the tank structure is a smooth circular steel plate and the liquid needs to be stored in it. In this experiment, a high-strength magnet was installed at the bottom of the sensor and fixed with screws, so that the sensor can be easily and quickly installed and removed. The total weight of the sensor and magnet is 27.7 g. In this experiment, a force hammer is used to exert the excitation load. The force hammer is produced by PCB Company (New York City, NY, USA) and it is shown in Figure 3a . It is equipped with a force sensor that is capable of measuring the excitation force [39] . In order to avoid repeated rebound excitations, a hard rubber hammer head is selected in this experiment, so that a smooth and gentle exciting force can be obtained. Acceleration response acquisition sensor is a single-axis accelerometer that is produced by PBC Company (USA) and is shown in Figure 3b . It is difficult to connect the accelerometer with the tank model because the side wall of the tank structure is a smooth circular steel plate and the liquid needs to be stored in it. In this experiment, a high-strength magnet was installed at the bottom of the sensor and fixed with screws, so that the sensor can be easily and quickly installed and removed. The total weight of the sensor and magnet is 27.7 g. rebound excitations, a hard rubber hammer head is selected in this experiment, so that a smooth and gentle exciting force can be obtained. Acceleration response acquisition sensor is a single-axis accelerometer that is produced by PBC Company (USA) and is shown in Figure 3b . It is difficult to connect the accelerometer with the tank model because the side wall of the tank structure is a smooth circular steel plate and the liquid needs to be stored in it. In this experiment, a high-strength magnet was installed at the bottom of the sensor and fixed with screws, so that the sensor can be easily and quickly installed and removed. The total weight of the sensor and magnet is 27.7 g. The signal acquisition equipment is the PXI-1045 chassis and the dynamic signal acquisition module NIPXI-4472 produced by National Instrument (NI), as shown, respectively, in Figure 3c ,d. The PXI-1045 supports the LabVIEW software, which is used to collect data according to the acquisition needs. The PXI-4472 acquisition module has eight channels, which is enough to collect the exciting force signal of the hammer and the acceleration response signal of the acceleration sensor.
Numerical Finite Element Model
Foundation of the Model
The finite element model of storage tank is established in ANSYS and the shell63 element is adopted for both the tank wall and the bottom plate. In grid generation, the tank wall is divided into 280 elements, and the tank bottom is divided into 108 elements, totaling 388 elements. Each substructure of the tank wall is composed of four elements.
A vertical three-dimensional spring element combin14 was added under each node of the tank floor to simulate the effect of the test platform on the upper structure of the tank, and a horizontal toroidal three-dimensional spring element combin14 was set to simulate the effect of bolts and counterweight blocks on the tank. The vertical spring stiffness is 5 × 10 6 N/m and the horizontal spring stiffness is 6 × 10 7 N/m. Schematic sketch of the spring support is shown in Figure 4 . The PXI-1045 supports the LabVIEW software, which is used to collect data according to the acquisition needs. The PXI-4472 acquisition module has eight channels, which is enough to collect the exciting force signal of the hammer and the acceleration response signal of the acceleration sensor.
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A vertical three-dimensional spring element combin14 was added under each node of the tank floor to simulate the effect of the test platform on the upper structure of the tank, and a horizontal toroidal three-dimensional spring element combin14 was set to simulate the effect of bolts and counterweight blocks on the tank. The vertical spring stiffness is 5 × 10 6 N/m and the horizontal spring stiffness is 6 × 10 7 N/m. Schematic sketch of the spring support is shown in Figure 4 . 
Modal Analysis
The first three natural frequencies of the tank model (Table 1 ) and the first three non-repeating natural vibration modes ( Figure 5 ) are obtained by ANSYS. Because the tank structure is a symmetrical spatial structure, there are repeated frequencies, and several frequencies are very similar. In order to facilitate the optimization and calculation of structural parameters, the stiffness 
The first three natural frequencies of the tank model (Table 1 ) and the first three non-repeating natural vibration modes ( Figure 5 ) are obtained by ANSYS. Because the tank structure is a symmetrical spatial structure, there are repeated frequencies, and several frequencies are very similar. In order to facilitate the optimization and calculation of structural parameters, the stiffness matrix and the mass matrix are derived by ANSYS, and the subsequent calculations are carried out by MATLAB. 
Model Modification
The elastic modulus of steel is given in the FE model, but the assumed value is uncertain due to different kinds of steel that could be used for the tank. Therefore, the assumed elastic modulus of tank steel is corrected, and the correction factor K is defined as the ratio of the actual elastic modulus E of the tank structure to the numerical value assumed in the FE model. The proper value of the correction factor K is found by comparing the first two natural frequencies of the tank with an added virtual mass (as calculated by the finite element model established in ANSYS and MATLAB) with the 
The elastic modulus of steel is given in the FE model, but the assumed value is uncertain due to different kinds of steel that could be used for the tank. Therefore, the assumed elastic modulus of tank steel is corrected, and the correction factor K is defined as the ratio of the actual elastic modulus E of the tank structure to the numerical value assumed in the FE model. The proper value of the correction factor K is found by comparing the first two natural frequencies of the tank with an added virtual mass (as calculated by the finite element model established in ANSYS and MATLAB) with the corresponding frequencies that were found experimentally with real physical mass added to the tank structure. By minimizing the sum of the squares of the frequency differences, the optimum K is found to be 0.9223 and so the revised elastic modulus is 190 GPa. The comparison between the frequencies before and after modification and the experimental values is shown in Table 2 . 
Partition into Substructures
One-third of the tank wall is selected as the area to be identified. Because the steel plate at the bottom of the tank wall is close to the weld and the stiffness error is large, it is not studied. Accordingly, the region to be identified is divided into 20 substructures, denoted by S V,H , where V and H represent the vertical and horizontal positions of the substructures in the original structure respectively.
Construction of Virtual Masses
The acceleration frequency response is obtained by applying the excitation perpendicularly to the middle of the wall of the substructure S 2,3 in the numerical undamaged model. The amplitude of the acceleration frequency response is shown in Figure 5 (Original). Subsequently, 0.6 kg of mass is added to the substructure in the numerical model and the amplitude of the resulting acceleration frequency response is shown in Figure 5 (FEM, Finite Element Method). Finally, the amplitude of the frequency response after adding 0.6 kg of virtual mass is calculated by the VDM by substituting the original frequency response into Equation (1) , and the result is shown in Figure 6 (VDM). The curves VDM and FEM can be compared to be identical. It shows that the VDM accurately computes the frequency response of the structure with added virtual masses, so that one does not need to assemble a finite element model for this purpose, which greatly improves the calculation efficiency due to the simplicity of Equation (1).
In addition, it can be seen from Figure 5 that the excitation of the original tank results in several low-order modes being excited with comparable amplitudes. However, after adding the virtual mass, the tank vibrates mainly in its first natural mode, which is easier to be determined and used for damage identification. The subsequent sensitivity analysis shows that the mode has a high sensitivity to damage. simplicity of Equation (1) .
In addition, it can be seen from Figure 5 that the excitation of the original tank results in several low-order modes being excited with comparable amplitudes. However, after adding the virtual mass, the tank vibrates mainly in its first natural mode, which is easier to be determined and used for damage identification. The subsequent sensitivity analysis shows that the mode has a high sensitivity to damage. 
The Relation between Sensitivity and Added Masses
First, the virtual mass m is added to the middle of the substructure S 3,3 . The relative sensitivity of the first three frequencies of substructure S 3,3 is calculated and shown in Figure 7 . The formula for calculating the relative sensitivity is shown in Equation (12) .
The relative sensitivity is the sensitivity normalized with respect to frequency, which facilitates the comparison of the sensitivities of several natural frequencies. 
First, the virtual mass m is added to the middle of the substructure S3,3. The relative sensitivity of the first three frequencies of substructure S3,3 is calculated and shown in Figure 7 . The formula for calculating the relative sensitivity is shown in Equation (12).
The relative sensitivity is the sensitivity normalized with respect to frequency, which facilitates the comparison of the sensitivities of several natural frequencies. As can be seen from Figure 7 , the relative sensitivity of the first natural frequency increases rapidly with the increase of the mass value, reaches its maximum at 0.2 kg, and then decreases slowly. When considering the difference between the numerical model and experimental model, we finally decide to use 0.3 kg as the minimum value of added mass, because when the mass value exceeds 0.3 kg, the relative sensitivity of the first natural frequency is relatively high and stable. The relative sensitivity of the second natural frequency achieves its maximum at 0.1 kg, and then decreases slowly. Finally, the relative sensitivity of the third natural frequency reaches its maximum initially value very quickly, and then drops quickly, too. Virtual mass is then sequentially added to the other 19 substructures to construct a full set of 20 virtual structures , ( , ). For damage identification purposes, the first natural frequency is selected by analyzing the relationship between the sensitivity and the added virtual masses of all 20 substructures.
Verification of Virtual Masses Method
For the tank test model (Figure 8) , an additional verification of the procedure for virtual mass addition is performed. The second natural frequency of the four substructures in the column V = 2 is taken as an example. In the middle of each substructure, the modal force hammer is used to excite the tank in the direction perpendicular to the wall. The acceleration response in the corresponding 
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Relative sensitivity Figure 7 . The relation between relative sensitivity and additional masses after adding virtual masses.
As can be seen from Figure 7 , the relative sensitivity of the first natural frequency increases rapidly with the increase of the mass value, reaches its maximum at 0.2 kg, and then decreases slowly. When considering the difference between the numerical model and experimental model, we finally decide to use 0.3 kg as the minimum value of added mass, because when the mass value exceeds 0.3 kg, the relative sensitivity of the first natural frequency is relatively high and stable. The relative sensitivity of the second natural frequency achieves its maximum at 0.1 kg, and then decreases slowly. Finally, the relative sensitivity of the third natural frequency reaches its maximum initially value very quickly, and then drops quickly, too. Virtual mass is then sequentially added to the other 19 substructures to construct a full set of 20 virtual structures G V,H (µ, m). For damage identification purposes, the first natural frequency is selected by analyzing the relationship between the sensitivity and the added virtual masses of all 20 substructures.
Verification of Virtual Masses Method
For the tank test model (Figure 8 ), an additional verification of the procedure for virtual mass addition is performed. The second natural frequency of the four substructures in the column V = 2 is taken as an example. In the middle of each substructure, the modal force hammer is used to excite the tank in the direction perpendicular to the wall. The acceleration response in the corresponding position is collected by the acceleration sensor. The frequency response with the added virtual mass is constructed by Equation (1), and the second natural frequency is extracted for additional 0.3 kg, 0.6 kg and 0.9 kg virtual masses while using the peak value extraction method. Subsequently, the actual mass blocks of 0.3 kg, 0.6 kg, and 0.9 kg shown in the Figure 9 are added in the middle of each substructure. After applying the excitation (Figure 10 ), the acceleration response (Figure 11 ) at the corresponding position is measured and the corresponding frequency response (with added real mass) is obtained by the FFT algorithm. The contour plot of the experimental model of the substructure after adding virtual mass is shown in Figure 12 . The brightness reflects the amplitude of the frequency response, that is to the natural frequencies of the virtual structure. Comparing the second natural frequency of the substructures V = 2 with real mass and with virtual mass, it can be found in Table 3 that the frequency of the substructure with real mass is very close to that computed by the VDM, and the error is very small. 
Damage Identification of the Damaged Storage Tank
The validity of the VDM-based method for adding virtual masses presented in Section 2.1 is verified in an experiment of the original tank structure model without any additional damages. For the purpose of damage identification, the wall thicknesses of substructures S3,2 and S2,4 are reduced by 0.6 mm and 0.4 mm, respectively, by grinding, as shown in Figure 13 . The damage location is then identified by comparing the dynamic information data of each substructure circumferentially. 
The validity of the VDM-based method for adding virtual masses presented in Section 2.1 is verified in an experiment of the original tank structure model without any additional damages. For the purpose of damage identification, the wall thicknesses of substructures S 3,2 and S 2,4 are reduced by 0.6 mm and 0.4 mm, respectively, by grinding, as shown in Figure 13 . The damage location is then identified by comparing the dynamic information data of each substructure circumferentially. Finally, the damage factor of the substructure was obtained by sensitivity iteration coupled with the numerical FE model.
The validity of the VDM-based method for adding virtual masses presented in Section 2.1 is verified in an experiment of the original tank structure model without any additional damages. For the purpose of damage identification, the wall thicknesses of substructures S3,2 and S2,4 are reduced by 0.6 mm and 0.4 mm, respectively, by grinding, as shown in Figure 13 . The damage location is then identified by comparing the dynamic information data of each substructure circumferentially. Finally, the damage factor of the substructure was obtained by sensitivity iteration coupled with the numerical FE model. 
The Comparison of Structural Frequency before and after Damage
By measuring the dynamic response information of the tank structure before and after damage, the first two natural frequencies before and after damage are obtained. The excitation force is applied in the middle position of the substructure before and after the damage, and the acceleration frequency response is measured, as shown in Figure 14 . By measuring the dynamic response information of the tank structure before and after damage, the first two natural frequencies before and after damage are obtained. The excitation force is applied in the middle position of the substructure before and after the damage, and the acceleration frequency response is measured, as shown in Figure 14 . As can be seen from Table 4 and Figure 14 , the difference of the frequency-domain response of the tank structure before and after damage is very small, and the frequency responses are very close. Therefore, such overall information of the structure is hardly useful as an indicator to identify the structural damage. It is necessary to combine the local response information of the structures to identify the damage. Figure 14 . Frequency domain response of substructures before and after damage.
As can be seen from Table 4 and Figure 14 , the difference of the frequency-domain response of the tank structure before and after damage is very small, and the frequency responses are very close. Therefore, such overall information of the structure is hardly useful as an indicator to identify 
Localization of Damage
The acceleration response and excitation data of the damaged tank were measured by the sensors that were placed in the middle of each substructure. The VDM and Equation (1) are employed to calculate the corresponding FRFs of each substructure with 0.9 kg virtual mass. Finally, the second natural frequencies are found by peak picking. When the frequencies of each substructure are listed in Table 5 , it can be found that the frequencies of the damaged substructures S 3,2 and S 2,4 are obviously lower than those of the left and right substructures. According to Equation (2), the damage identification factors of each substructure are calculated and shown in Figure 15 . It can be clearly seen that the damage factors of substructures S3,2 and S2,4 are much higher than those of the other substructures, indicating that damage exists in substructures S3,2 and S2,4. Note that this result (detection and localization of the damages) is obtained without employing any FE model of the tank.
Identification of Damage Degree
Through an analysis of the damage factor in the previous section, the damage location, and a first rough estimation of the damage degrees are obtained. However, to achieve more accurate quantitative results, it is necessary to identify the damage factor of the structures employing the FE model. To facilitate optimization, the nine substructures of the damaged area found in the previous section are renumbered to 1-9, as shown in Figure 16 . It can be clearly seen that the damage factors of substructures S 3,2 and S 2,4 are much higher than those of the other substructures, indicating that damage exists in substructures S 3,2 and S 2,4 . Note that this result (detection and localization of the damages) is obtained without employing any FE model of the tank.
Through an analysis of the damage factor in the previous section, the damage location, and a first rough estimation of the damage degrees are obtained. However, to achieve more accurate quantitative results, it is necessary to identify the damage factor of the structures employing the FE model. To facilitate optimization, the nine substructures of the damaged area found in the previous section are renumbered to 1-9, as shown in Figure 16 .
of the tank.
Through an analysis of the damage factor in the previous section, the damage location, and a first rough estimation of the damage degrees are obtained. However, to achieve more accurate quantitative results, it is necessary to identify the damage factor of the structures employing the FE model. To facilitate optimization, the nine substructures of the damaged area found in the previous section are renumbered to 1-9, as shown in Figure 16 . In the previous sections, the natural frequencies are calculated after adding a 0.9 kg virtual mass to each substructure in the damage area. Using this result and the numerical FE model, the sensitivity optimization is carried out according to Equation (11) , and the damage factors that were identified in multiple iterations are shown in Figure 17 . The flowchart of the proposed technique is shown in Figure 18 .
It can be found that the identified damage factors of substructures 1 and 8 are 0.3637 and 0.3947, respectively, while the thickness of steel plate of these two substructures is decreased to 0.7 and 0.8 of its original value, respectively. The difference is because the stiffness reduction ratio is not directly proportional to the thickness reduction ratio. According to the basic formula of the cross-section stiffness for a plate, the stiffness reduction ratio is close to the third power of the thickness reduction ratio. In the previous sections, the natural frequencies are calculated after adding a 0.9 kg virtual mass to each substructure in the damage area. Using this result and the numerical FE model, the sensitivity optimization is carried out according to Equation (11) , and the damage factors that were identified in multiple iterations are shown in Figure 17 . The flowchart of the proposed technique is shown in Figure 18 .
It can be found that the identified damage factors of substructures 1 and 8 are 0.3637 and 0.3947, respectively, while the thickness of steel plate of these two substructures is decreased to 0.7 and 0.8 of its original value, respectively. The difference is because the stiffness reduction ratio is not directly proportional to the thickness reduction ratio. According to the basic formula of the cross-section stiffness for a plate, the stiffness reduction ratio is close to the third power of the thickness reduction ratio. 
Conclusions
Aiming at the characteristics of symmetric spatial geometry, the resulting dense low-order modes and insensitivity of global responses to local damages of tanks, a damage identification method by adding virtual masses is proposed. The validity of the method is verified by a comparison with a FE model of the tank, and it is then further validated experimentally using a lab-scale tank. The following conclusions are obtained:
(1) By adding virtual masses to the tank, the modal characteristics of the tank are changed. The frequency information with a high sensitivity to local damage can be obtained and the amount of test modal data can be increased. (2) Based on the basic theory of the VDM, the frequency response of the tank with an arbitrary mass added is constructed by employing only a single pair of the excitation and acceleration responses of the original structure, which further increases the flexibility and applicability of the method. 
(1) By adding virtual masses to the tank, the modal characteristics of the tank are changed. The frequency information with a high sensitivity to local damage can be obtained and the amount of test modal data can be increased. (2) Based on the basic theory of the VDM, the frequency response of the tank with an arbitrary mass added is constructed by employing only a single pair of the excitation and acceleration responses of the original structure, which further increases the flexibility and applicability of the method. (3) A set of frequency responses can be obtained by sequentially adding a virtual mass to each substructure of the tank structure. The damage location can be determined by comparing the selected natural frequencies of the substructures at the same height, without any FE model. Finally, the accurate damage factors of substructures can be quantitatively identified by a sensitivity-based optimization that employs a numerical FE model. The feasibility of the approach in practical engineering has been verified.
